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UPDATE  

The service has been doing well. We have successfully continued with our two posting 

nights, currently every Monday and Thursday, and have been able to consistentlty keep 

up with that. Despite Midterms and course loads getting heavier, my volunteers have 

continued to come out on a regular basis.  

 

SERVICE USAGE  

The service has been used quite a bit, by the other MSU services as well as different 

clubs around campus. We tend to receive a lot more posters near the end of the week but 

usage is still definitely high. We are still receving many posters though from various 

clubs and indivduals who are holding events.   

 

PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  

After our Communications workshop, I have started to receive many more questions, 

either in person or via email, as to what services can do to promote whether with their 

posters or other ways that aren’t just postering. Essentially that workshop helped in 

showing that we’re a service who doesn’t just post posters but are a resource they can use 

when needed.  

 

UPCOMING EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  

I have been speaking with the Service Coordinator on the SRA who is interested in 

helping grow PAC. We have had a couple of meetings brainstorming what we can turn 

PAC into and how we would get people involved, mostly communications and 

multimedia students as this is a prime opportunity for them to grow their resume. While 

nothing has been set in stone yet, we have a plan as for where to go with PAC and will 

soon hopefully be able to start implementing our ideas.  

 

CURRENT CHALLENGES  

Again, limited number in volunteers continues to be an issue where only 2 volunteers 

does prove difficult sometimes. Despite this, we have managed and I am incredibly 

grateful for their help and dedication.   
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SUCCESSES  

PAC has been doing well in terms of being able to post. While nothing too big yet, we are 

looking forward to the next semester where we can hopefully jump right into growing 

PAC’s numbers.   

 


